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Cambridge Handbook of Experimental Political Science James N. Druckman 2011-06-06 This volume
provides the first comprehensive overview of how political scientists have used experiments to transform
their field of study.
Cumulated Index Medicus 1970
The Least Developed Countries Report 2020 United Nations 2021-01-06 This series contains the
decisions of the Court in both the English and French texts.
Vote Buying in Indonesia Burhanuddin Muhtadi 2019-01-01 Muhtadi’s analysis of vote-buying in postdemocratization Indonesia is original, profound, subtle, nuanced, and convincing as well as beautifully
organized and well written. Equally important, its imaginative policy prescriptions will be widely read and
cited as a significant contribution to the literature of comparative electoral politics. —William Liddle, Ohio
State University, USA This book presents a pathbreaking analysis of vote-buying in Indonesia. Drawing on a
stunning array of evidence, Muhtadi reveals the mechanics, patterns and effects of vote-buying with
unprecedented clarity. [Title] is a must read for anyone interested in Indonesian politics or in the
comparative politics of clientelism. —Edward Aspinall, Australian National University, Australia This book
contains a trove of interesting research questions, a novel theoretical contribution, impressive empirical
work, and a deep and nuanced understanding of the Indonesian case. —Allen Hicken, University of
Michigan, USA This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. This book investigates the impact of
vote buying on the accountability of democratic institutions and policy representation in newly democratic
countries, with a focus on Indonesia. In doing so, the book presents a wide-ranging study of the dynamics of
vote buying in Indonesia’s young democracy, exploring the nature, extent, determinants, targeting and
effectiveness of this practice. It addresses these central issues in the context of comparative studies of vote
buying, arguing that although party loyalists are disproportionately targeted in vote buying efforts, in total
numbers—given the relatively small number of party loyalists in Indonesia—vote buying hits more
uncommitted voters. It also demonstrates that the effectiveness of vote buying on vote choice is in the 10
percent range, which is sufficient for many candidates to secure a seat and thus explains why they still
engage in vote buying despite high levels of leakage. Burhanuddin Muhtadi is a lecturer at State Islamic
University, Jakarta. He is also an executive director of Indonesian Political Indicator and Director of Public
Affairs at Indonesian Survey Institute (LSI). He has published his articles in numerous scholarly journals.-Democratization in Morocco Lise Storm 2007-10-29 This book explores the political games of the
Moroccan democratization process in the period from independence in 1956 until 2006. By combining a
great degree of political theory with empirical material on Morocco, it analyzes the strategies and actions
of the various political actors and evaluates the level of democracy present in the country after the adoption
of new constitutions in 1962, 1970, 1972, 1980, 1992 and 1996. Lise Storm demonstrates that in at least
some instances, democratization has been more than simply a survival strategy – every so often, key figures
within the political elite have taken the democratization process further than strictly needed for them to
stay in power. In the case of Morocco, it has been the monarch who on more than one occasion has moved
the country further towards the democratic ideal than he necessarily had to, and that sometimes even
against the wishes of one or more of the established political parties. This book illustrates how the
Moroccan political parties, like so many of their counterparts in the region, have become the main obstacle
to further democratization as most of them have never honoured – or appear to have abandoned – the key
function of political parties: popular representation. Democratization in Morocco will be a very valuable
contribution to students and researchers interested in the dynamics behind the Moroccan democratization
and the role of electoral politics in North African and Middle Eastern politics.
Reflective Democracy Robert E. Goodin 2003-02-13 Democracy used to be seen as a relatively mechanical
matter of merely adding up everyone's votes in free and fair elections. That mechanistic model has many
virtues, among them allowing democracy to 'track the truth', where purely factual issues are all that is at
stake. Political disputes invariably mix facts with values, however, and then it is essential to listen to what
people are saying rather than merely note how they are voting. The great challenge is how to implement
that deliberative ideal among millions of people at once. In this strikingly original book, Goodin offers a
solution: 'democratic deliberation within'. Building on models of ordinary conversational dynamics, he
suggests that people simply imagine themselves in the position of various other people they have heard or
read about and ask, 'What would they say about this proposal?' Informing the democratic imaginary then
becomes the key to making deliberations more reflective - more empathetic, more considered, more
expansive across time and distance. Oxford Political Theory presents the best new work in contemporary
political theory. It is intended to be broad in scope, including original contributions to political philosophy,
and also work in applied political theory. The series contains works of outstanding quality with no
restriction as to approach or subject matter.
The Power of the Powerless Václav Havel 2018-09-27 Václav Havel’s remarkable and rousing essay on the
tyranny of apathy, with a new introduction by Timothy Snyder Cowed by life under Communist Party rule, a
greengrocer hangs a placard in their shop window: Workers of the world, unite! Is it a sign of the grocer’s
unerring ideology? Or a symbol of the lies we perform to protect ourselves? Written in 1978, Václav Havel’s
meditation on political dissent – the rituals of its suppression, and the sparks that re-ignite it – would prove
the guiding manifesto for uniting Solidarity movements across the Soviet Union. A portrait of activism in
the face of falsehood and intimidation, The Power of the Powerless remains a rousing call against the allure
of apathy. 'Havel’s diagnosis of political pathologies has a special resonance in the age of Trump' Pankaj
Mishra
Plugged in Patti M. Valkenburg 2017-01-01 Cover -- Half-title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents
-- Preface -- 1 Youth and Media -- 2 Then and Now -- 3 Themes and Theoretical Perspectives -- 4 Infants,
Toddlers, and Preschoolers -- 5 Children -- 6 Adolescents -- 7 Media and Violence -- 8 Media and Emotions -9 Advertising and Commercialism -- 10 Media and Sex -- 11 Media and Education -- 12 Digital Games -- 13
Social Media -- 14 Media and Parenting -- 15 The End -- Notes -- Acknowledgments -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D
-- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- X -- Y -- Z
Learning to be Edgar Faure 1972
The Military in Burma/Myanmar David I. Steinberg 2021 The Myanmar military has dominated that
complex country for most of the period since independence in 1948. The fourth coup of 1 February 2021
was the latest by the military to control those aspects of society it deemed essential to its own interests,
and its perception of state interests. The military's institutional power was variously maintained by rule by
decree, through political parties it founded and controlled, and through constitutional provisions it wrote
that could not be amended without its approval. This fourth coup seems a product of personal demands for
power between Senior General Min Aung Hlaing and Aung San Suu Kyi, and the especially humiliating
defeat of the military-backed party at the hands of the National League for Democracy in the November
2020 elections. The violent and bloody suppression of widespread demonstrations continues, compromise
seems unlikely, and the previous diarchic governance will not return. Myanmar's political and economic
future is endangered and suppression will only result in future outbreaks of political frustration.
The Psychology of Fake News Rainer Greifeneder 2020-08-13 This volume examines the phenomenon of
fake news by bringing together leading experts from different fields within psychology and related areas,
and explores what has become a prominent feature of public discourse since the first Brexit referendum
and the 2016 US election campaign. Dealing with misinformation is important in many areas of daily life,
including politics, the marketplace, health communication, journalism, education, and science. In a general
climate where facts and misinformation blur, and are intentionally blurred, this book asks what determines
whether people accept and share (mis)information, and what can be done to counter misinformation? All
three of these aspects need to be understood in the context of online social networks, which have
fundamentally changed the way information is produced, consumed, and transmitted. The contributions
within this volume summarize the most up-to-date empirical findings, theories, and applications and discuss
cutting-edge ideas and future directions of interventions to counter fake news. Also providing guidance on
how to handle misinformation in an age of “alternative facts”, this is a fascinating and vital reading for
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students and academics in psychology, communication, and political science and for professionals including
policy makers and journalists.
Investing in Cultural Diversity and Intercultural Dialogue Unesco 2009 This report analyses all aspects of
cultural diversity, which has emerged as a key concern of the international community in recent decades,
and maps out new approaches to monitoring and shaping the changes that are taking place. It highlights, in
particular, the interrelated challenges of cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue and the way in which
strong homogenizing forces are matched by persistent diversifying trends. The report proposes a series of
ten policy-oriented recommendations, to the attention of States, intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations, international and regional bodies, national institutions and the private sector on how to
invest in cultural diversity. Emphasizing the importance of cultural diversity in different areas (languages,
education, communication and new media development, and creativity and the marketplace) based on data
and examples collected from around the world, the report is also intended for the general public. It
proposes a coherent vision of cultural diversity and clarifies how, far from being a threat, it can become
beneficial to the action of the international community.
Asian Economic Integration in an Era of Global Uncertainty Shiro Armstrong 2018-01-08 The Pacific
Trade and Development (PAFTAD) conference series has been at the forefront of analysing challenges
facing the economies of East Asia and the Pacific since its first meeting in Tokyo in January 1968. The 38th
PAFTAD conference met at a key time to consider international economic integration. Earlier in the year,
the people of the United Kingdom voted to leave the European Union and the United States elected Donald
Trump as their next president on the back of an inward-looking ‘America First’ promise. Brexit and
President Trump represent a growing, and worrying, trend towards protectionism in the North Atlantic
countries that have led the process of globalisation since the end of the Second World War. The chapters in
the volume describe the state of play in Asian economic integration but, more importantly, look forward to
the region’s future, and the role it might play in defending the global system that has underwritten its
historic rise. Asia has the potential to stand as a bulwark against the dual threats of North Atlantic
protectionism and slowing trade growth, but collective leadership will be needed regionally and difficult
domestic reforms will be required in each country.
Climate Change in Asia and the Pacific Venkatachalam Anbumozhi 2012-06-13 Climate change is one of
the most significant challenges to global economic development. Left unchecked, continued global warming
could cause worldwide social and environmental disruption. The Asia and Pacific region is more vulnerable
to climate change risks than other regions due to its dependence on the natural resources and agriculture
sectors. Densely populated coastal areas, weak institutions, and the poverty of a considerable proportion of
its population add to the susceptibility of this region. Adaptation—making adjustments in natural or human
systems in response to actual or expected climate stimuli— becomes a key strategy for sustaining economic
growth. This volume examines the framework conditions for integrating climate change adaptation
measures into agriculture, water, and natural resources management activities for the Asia and Pacific
region. Based on the review of country experiences, the book describes key dimensions, suggests
interventions for further exploration, and serves as a basis for planning and mainstreaming climate change
adaptation into sectoral planning
An Introduction to Logic Eulalio Baltazar 2019-01-12 This book introduces the basic inferential patterns of
formal logic as they are embedded in everyday life, information technology, and science. It is designed to
make clear the basic topics of classical and modern logic. The aim is to improve the reader's ability to
navigate both everyday and science-based interactions.
Process Engineering and Industrial Management Jean-Pierre Dal Pont 2013-03-04 Process Engineering, the
science and art of transforming rawmaterials and energy into a vast array of commercial materials,
wasconceived at the end of the 19th Century. Its history in the roleof the Process Industries has been quite
honorable, and techniquesand products have contributed to improve health, welfare andquality of life.
Today, industrial enterprises, which are still amajor source of wealth, have to deal with new challenges in
aglobal world. They need to reconsider their strategy taking intoaccount environmental constraints, social
requirements, profit,competition, and resource depletion. “Systems thinking” is a prerequisite from
processdevelopment at the lab level to good project management. Newmanufacturing concepts have to be
considered, taking into accountLCA, supply chain management, recycling, plant flexibility,continuous
development, process intensification andinnovation. This book combines experience from academia and
industry in thefield of industrialization, i.e. in all processes involved in theconversion of research into
successful operations. Enterprises arefacing major challenges in a world of fierce competition
andglobalization. Process engineering techniques provide ProcessIndustries with the necessary tools to
cope with these issues. Thechapters of this book give a new approach to the management oftechnology,
projects and manufacturing. Contents Part 1: The Company as of Today 1. The Industrial Company: its
Purpose, History, Context, and itsTomorrow?, Jean-Pierre Dal Pont. 2. The Two Modes of Operation of the
Company – Operationaland Entrepreneurial, Jean-Pierre Dal Pont. 3. The Strategic Management of the
Company: Industrial Aspects,Jean-Pierre Dal Pont. Part 2: Process Development and Industrialization 4.
Chemical Engineering and Process Engineering, Jean-Pierre DalPont. 5. Foundations of Process
Industrialization, Jean-FrançoisJoly. 6. The Industrialization Process: Preliminary Projects, Jean-PierreDal
Pont and Michel Royer. 7. Lifecycle Analysis and Eco-Design: Innovation Tools forSustainable Industrial
Chemistry, Sylvain Caillol. 8. Methods for Design and Evaluation of Sustainable Processes andIndustrial
Systems, Catherine Azzaro-Pantel. 9. Project Management Techniques: Engineering, Jean-Pierre DalPont.
Part 3: The Necessary Adaptation of the Company for theFuture 10. Japanese Methods, Jean-Pierre Dal
Pont. 11. Innovation in Chemical Engineering Industries, Oliver Potierand Mauricio Camargo. 12. The Place
of Intensified Processes in the Plant of the Future,Laurent Falk. 13. Change Management, Jean-Pierre Dal
Pont. 14. The Plant of the Future, Jean-Pierre Dal Pont.
Governing Africa's Forests in a Globalized World Laura A. German 2009-12 Many countries around the
world are engaged in decentralization processes, and most African countries face serious problems with
forest governance, from benefits sharing to illegality and sustainable forest management. This book
summarizes experiences to date on the extent and nature of decentralization and its outcomes, most of
which suggest an underperformance of governance reforms, and explores the viability of different
governance instruments in the context of weak governance and expanding commercial pressures over
forests. Findings are grouped into two thematic areas: decentralization, livelihoods and sustainable forest
management; and international trade, finance and forest sector governance reforms. The authors examine
diverse forces shaping the forest sector, including the theory and practice of decentralization, usurpation of
authority, corruption and illegality, inequitable patterns of benefits capture and expansion of international
trade in timber and carbon credits, and discuss related outcomes on livelihoods, forest condition and
equity. The book builds on earlier volumes exploring different dimensions of decentralization and
perspectives from other world regions, and distills dimensions of forest governance that are both unique to
Africa and representative of broader global patterns. Authors ground their analysis in relevant theory while
attempting to distill implications of their findings for policy and practice.
Striking a Balance Sandra Coliver 1992
Militias, Rebels and Islamist Militants Wafula Okumu 2010
Toward the African Revolution Frantz Fanon 1988 Political essays, articles, and notes written between
1952 and 1961.
Public Opinion Walter Lippmann 2012-07-12 A penetrative study of democratic theory and the role of
citizens in a democracy, this classic by a two-time Pulitzer Prize-winner offers a prescient view of the
media's function in shaping public perceptions.
Indian Politics and Society since Independence Bidyut Chakrabarty 2008-05-12 Focusing on politics and
society in India, this book explores new areas enmeshed in the complex social, economic and political
processes in the country. Linking the structural characteristics with the broader sociological context, the
book emphasizes the strong influence of sociological issues on politics, such as social milieu shaping and
the articulation of the political in day-to-day events. Political events are connected with the ever-changing
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social, economic and political processes in order to provide an analytical framework to explain
‘peculiarities’ of Indian politics. Bidyut Chakrabarty argues that three major ideological influences of
colonialism, nationalism and democracy have provided the foundational values of Indian politics. Structured
thematically and chronologically, this work is a useful resource for students of political science, sociology
and South Asian studies.
Poor Economics Abhijit Banerjee 2012-03-27 The winners of the Nobel Prize in Economics upend the most
common assumptions about how economics works in this gripping and disruptive portrait of how poor
people actually live. Why do the poor borrow to save? Why do they miss out on free life-saving
immunizations, but pay for unnecessary drugs? In Poor Economics, Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo,
two award-winning MIT professors, answer these questions based on years of field research from around
the world. Called "marvelous, rewarding" by the Wall Street Journal, the book offers a radical rethinking of
the economics of poverty and an intimate view of life on 99 cents a day. Poor Economics shows that
creating a world without poverty begins with understanding the daily decisions facing the poor.
The People Vs. Democracy Yascha Mounk 2018-03-05 Uiteenzetting over de opkomst van het populisme
en het gevaar daarvan voor de democratie.
The Art of Peacemaking István Bibó 2015-01-01 "Istvâan Bibâo (1911-1979) was a Hungarian lawyer,
political thinker, prolific essayist, and minister of state for the Hungarian national government during the
Hungarian Revolution of 1956. This magisterial compendium of Bibâo's essays introduces English-speaking
audiences to the writings of one of the foremost theorists and psychologists of twentieth-century European
politics and culture. Elegantly translated by Pâeter Pâasztor and with a scholarly introduction by Ivâan
Zoltâan Dâenes, the essays in this volume address the causes and fallout of European political crises,
postwar changes in the balance of power among countries, and nation-building processes"-Downsizing Democracy Matthew A. Crenson 2004 In Downsizing Democracy, Matthew A. Crenson and
Benjamin Ginsberg describe how the once powerful idea of a collective citizenry has given way to a concept
of personal, autonomous democracy. Today, political change is effected through litigation, lobbying, and
term limits, rather than active participation in the political process, resulting in narrow special interest
groups dominating state and federal decision-making. At a time when an American's investment in the
democratic process has largely been reduced to an annual contribution to a political party or organization,
Downsizing Democracy offers a critical reassessment of American democracy.
Security and Democracy in Southern Africa Gavin Cawthra 2007 Southern Africa has embarked on one
of the world’s most ambitious security co-operation initiatives, seeking to roll out the principles of the
United Nations at regional levels. This book examines the triangular relationship between democratization,
the character of democracy and its deficits and national security practices and perceptions of eleven
southern African states. Based on national studies conducted by African academics and security
practitioners over three years, it includes an examination of the way security is conceived and managed, as
well as a comparative analysis of regional security co-operation in the developing world. The study
concludes that democratization is ambiguous and uncertain and can in some cases generate violent conflict.
Building a common security regime in southern Africa will require moving beyond regime solidarity. In
particular, progress will mean building multinational institutions, entrenching democratic practices,
drawing on civil society and integrating the southern African project with that of the African Union. The
authors conclude with a set of policy recommendations that aim to strengthen both states and civil society
within the framework of an emerging common security system.
Laclau and Mouffe Anna Marie Smith 2012-10-12 Laclau and Mouffe: The Radical Democratic Imaginary is
the first full-length overview of the important work of Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe. Anna Marie
Smith clearly shows how Laclau and Mouffe's work has brought Gramscian, poststructuralist and
psychoanalytic perspectives to revitalize traditional political theory. With clarity and insight, she shows how
they have constructed a highly effective theory of identity formation and power relations that carefully
draws from the criticism of political theory from postmodern anti-foundationalist political theory.
Dilemmas of Pluralist Democracy Robert A. Dahl 1983-09-10 “Continuing his career-long exploration of
modern democracy, Dahl addresses a question that has long vexed students of political theory: the place of
independent organizations, associations, or special interest groups within the democratic state.”—The
Wilson Quarterly“There is probably no greater expert today on the subject of democratic theory than
Dahl….His proposal for an ultimate adoption here of a ‘decentralized socialist economy,’ a system primarily
of worker ownership and control of economic production, is daring but rational, reflecting his view that
economic inequality seems destined to become the major issue here it historically has been in
Europe.”—Library Journal“Dahl reaffirms his commitment to pluralist democracy while attempting to come
to terms with some of its defects.”—Laura Greyson, Worldview“Anyone who is interested in these issues
and who makes the effort the book requires will come away the better for it. And more. He will receive an
explanation for our current difficulties that differs considerably from the explanation for our current
difficulties that differs considerably from the explanation offered by the Reagan administration, and a
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prescription for the future which differs fundamentally from the nostrums emanating from the White
House.”—Dennis Carrigan, The (Louisville, Kentucky) Courier-Journal
Down to Earth Bruno Latour 2018-11-26 The present ecological mutation has organized the whole political
landscape for the last thirty years. This could explain the deadly cocktail of exploding inequalities, massive
deregulation, and conversion of the dream of globalization into a nightmare for most people. What holds
these three phenomena together is the conviction, shared by some powerful people, that the ecological
threat is real and that the only way for them to survive is to abandon any pretense at sharing a common
future with the rest of the world. Hence their flight offshore and their massive investment in climate change
denial. The Left has been slow to turn its attention to this new situation. It is still organized along an axis
that goes from investment in local values to the hope of globalization and just at the time when,
everywhere, people dissatisfied with the ideal of modernity are turning back to the protection of national or
even ethnic borders. This is why it is urgent to shift sideways and to define politics as what leads toward
the Earth and not toward the global or the national. Belonging to a territory is the phenomenon most in
need of rethinking and careful redescription; learning new ways to inhabit the Earth is our biggest
challenge. Bringing us down to earth is the task of politics today.
The Crisis behind the Eurocrisis Eva Nanopoulos 2019-06-30 The Crisis behind the Euro-Crisis encourages
dialogue among scholars across the social sciences in an attempt to challenge the narrative that regarded
the Euro-crisis as an exceptional event. It is suggested instead that the Euro-crisis, along with the
subsequent crises the EU has come to face, was merely symptomatic of deeper systemic cracks. This book's
aim is to uncover that hidden systemic crisis - the 'crisis behind the Euro-crisis'. Under this reading it
emerges that what needs to be questioned is not only the allegedly purely economic character of the Eurocrisis, but, more fundamentally, its very classification as an 'emergency'. Instead, the Euro-crisis needs to
be regarded as expressive of a chronic, dysfunctional, but 'normal' condition of the EU. By following this
line of analysis, this book illuminates not only the causes of contemporary turbulences in the European
project, but perhaps the 'true' nature of the EU itself.
Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy Barrington Moore 2015-12-08 A landmark in comparative
history and a challenge to scholars of all lands who are trying to learn how we arrived at where we are now.
-New York Times Book Review
Trends in Computational Social Choice Ulle Endriss
Blockchain for Distributed Systems Security Sachin S. Shetty 2019-03-05 AN ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO
USING BLOCKCHAIN TO PROVIDE FLEXIBILITY, COST-SAVINGS, AND SECURITY TO DATA
MANAGEMENT, DATA ANALYSIS, AND INFORMATION SHARING Blockchain for Distributed Systems
Security contains a description of the properties that underpin the formal foundations of Blockchain
technologies and explores the practical issues for deployment in cloud and Internet of Things (IoT)
platforms. The authors—noted experts in the field—present security and privacy issues that must be
addressed for Blockchain technologies to be adopted for civilian and military domains. The book covers a
range of topics including data provenance in cloud storage, secure IoT models, auditing architecture, and
empirical validation of permissioned Blockchain platforms. The book's security and privacy analysis helps
with an understanding of the basics of Blockchain and it explores the quantifying impact of the new attack
surfaces introduced by Blockchain technologies and platforms. In addition, the book contains relevant and
current updates on the topic. This important resource: Provides an overview of Blockchain-based secure
data management and storage for cloud and IoT Covers cutting-edge research findings on topics including
invariant-based supply chain protection, information sharing framework, and trust worthy information
federation Addresses security and privacy concerns in Blockchain in key areas, such as preventing digital
currency miners from launching attacks against mining pools, empirical analysis of the attack surface of
Blockchain, and more Written for researchers and experts in computer science and engineering, Blockchain
for Distributed Systems Security contains the most recent information and academic research to provide an
understanding of the application of Blockchain technology.
Journalism, fake news & disinformation Ireton, Cherilyn 2018-09-17
Human Scale Development Manfred A. Max-Neef 1991 Presents a people-centred approach to development.
The Myth of the Ethical Consumer Hardback with DVD Timothy M. Devinney 2010-07-29 A no-holdsbarred examination of 'ethical' consumerism.
Reclaiming the Media Bart Cammaerts 2007 The book addresses whether the contemporary media
conjuncture offers enough to our democracies, how their democratic investment can be deepened and how
our communication rights can be expanded.
Pedagogy of the Oppressed Paulo Freire 1972
European Elites and Ideas of Empire, 1917-1957 Dina Gusejnova 2016-06-16 Explores European
civilisation as a concept of twentieth-century political practice and the project of a transnational network of
European elites. Available as Open Access.
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